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ABSTRACT 

The casual segment is the significant wellspring of business in 
India as it gives work to around 90% of the populace. As indicated by 
the most recent reports by the International Labor Organization, around 
69% of laborers in the non-agrarian workforce are as yet working in 
casual part, yet the job of disorderly/casual area in the financial 
advancement has consistently been questionable.  

This paper endeavors to inspect a portion of the significant 
parts of casual division, its effect on the India's blossoming economy 
and a portion of the difficulties looked by the segment and the 
individuals working in it.  
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INTRODUCTION: 
 It is outstanding that a significant piece of the workforce in India and other creating nations work in 
casual segment. Casual segment has become an inexorably well known subject of study, in financial matters, 
yet in addition in humanism and human studies. Keith Hart was the primary individual to present the term 
„Informal Sector‟. He presented it while making an introduction on "Casual pay openings and urban work in 
Ghana" in Institute of Development Studies (IDS) in September 1971 at a meeting co-sorted out by Rita 
Cruise O‟Brien and Richard Jolly on urban work in Africa months before International Labor Organization 
(ILO) business strategic Kenya accompanied its report "Business Incomes and Equality" (happy, 2006). Hart 
recognized formal and casual (both authentic and ill-conceived) pay openings based on whether the action 
involved compensation or independent work (Hart, 1973).Therefore the idea of casual part utilized by Hart 
was restricted to little independently employed individual specialists. In spite of the fact that Hart‟s idea of 
casual segment had a few constraints, the presentation of this idea made it conceivable to join exercises that 
were recently disregarded in hypothetical models of advancement and in national monetary records 
(Swaminathan, 1991).  
 The term casual segment arrived in a more extensive sense in the scholarly writing simply after the 
visit of an International Labor Organization (ILO) business crucial Kenya in 1972. The ILO at that point 
advanced a theoretical system and rules for the assortment of measurements on casual area and exhibited 
the equivalent in the Fifteenth International Conference of Labor Statisticians (ICLS) held in February, 1993 
as a goals. The goals was then supported by the United Nations Statistical Commission (UNSC) and made a 
piece of the "Arrangement of National Account (SNA) 1993" by the United Nations Economic and Social 
Council.  
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 In spite of the fact that the term „informal sector‟ picked up money after ILO advanced a calculated 
system and rules for the assortment of measurements on casual part, there has not been any single meaning 
of casual/sloppy segment in India. Casual part involves discourse among the scholastics, strategy producers 
and so on from the earliest starting point as an enormous piece of workforce utilized in this area. Various 
criteria are utilized to distinguish the casual segment yet non of them was all around appropriate in various 
exact circumstances (papola, 1981). An investigation by Mitra (2001) in light of fourth monetary statistics of 
India took the criteria of claim account ventures and business foundations utilizing one to nine laborers to 
recognize the casual segment. The various associations of India like National Sample Survey Organization 
(NSSO), Directorate General of Employment and Training (DGET) and so forth utilized differing meanings of 
casual/chaotic area relying upon the particular necessities of every association. Keeping in see the 
nonattendance of a uniform meaning of casual/sloppy segment in India the National Commission for 
Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS) set-up a Task Force to survey the current definitions and 
planned blended meanings of casual/chaotic area work and casual/disorderly business.  
 As the name recommends, the part is casual and sloppy and hence there is no common accord on 
the meaning of casual area crosswise over nations. It is developing and advancing with the coming of 
innovation and changes in the method of generation, along these lines including trouble in characterizing 
and estimating the extent of the division.  
 A few business analysts like Hernando De Soto (1989, 2000), consider casual to be as an 
undiscovered store of innovative vitality, kept down by government guidelines. Others like Levy (2008) are 
incredulous and contend that it is only a measure to stay away from assessments and adventure the 
privileges of the laborers. Here, comprehend that the dark economy and casual economy are not in every 
case totally unrelated. Unorganized segment experiences a low efficiency disorder and offers low wages and 
poor working condition to laborers. Be that as it may, we can't overlook the way that the area assimilates 
countless laborers to whom the state can't utilize in sufficient limit. Hence, there is a need to recognize and 
quantify the yield, size, and capital use of the division and furthermore to ponder its linkages with the proper 
part, assuming any. This will empower the policymakers to decide its tantamount commitments to financial 
development and advancement and will help likewise push them to gadget approaches so as to handle the 
issues looked by the casual segment workforce. 
 
INFORMAL SECTOR IN INDIA: AN OVERVIEW : 
 Casual part in India has been the foundation of the economy since the freedom. A greater part of 
workforce in the nation is working in casual segments of the economy. As indicated by NSSO's report "Casual 
Sector and Conditions of Employment in India" that depends on the Employment and Unemployment study 
led in the 68th round of the NSS during July 2011 to June 2012, 72 percent of the populace is occupied with 
the casual part. That number trips up to 75 percent in the provincial zones and tumbles down to 69 percent 
in the urban focuses. These figures are, for what NSSO calls 'non-rural and[ag]riculture division [e]xcluding 
[g]rowing of [c]rops, plant engendering, consolidated generation of yields and creatures without a particular 
creation of harvests or creatures (alluded to as AGEGC segments).'  
 As indicated by NSSO; between 2004-05 to 2011-12, all out work in the nation rose from 457.9 
million to 472.4 million, at a CAGR of 0.446%. During a similar period, work in non-agrarian sorted out 
segment, characterized to incorporate all units with at least 10 laborers if utilizing force and at least 20 
specialists if not utilizing power, expanded from 28.8 million to 47.7 million. Sorted out segment represented 
a miniscule 6.289% and 10.097% in 2004-05 and 2011-12 individually. It very well may be construed from the 
information that chaotic part represents an overwhelmingly huge portion of non-farming work in India. 
Numbers tell an account that favors casual part by a colossal edge.  
 It very well may be contended that depending just on the work size metric alone could overstate the 
size of casual area comparative with a measure that depends on the idea of business contract. While work 
change usage regularly utilizes business size criteria to characterize the populace to which the guidelines 
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must apply, the substance of changes adjusts much intimately with the idea of work. Agreeing the equivalent 
NSSO overview, among the representatives in the AGEGC and non-farming segments, around 79 percent had 
no composed activity contract - the extent was around 85 percent in provincial regions (86 percent for guys 
and 81 percent for females) and around 73 percent in the urban zones (73 percent for guys and 72 percent 
for females).  
 There are various reasons that can be credited to such a high portion of sloppy part in the economy. 
Rigidities in the work advertise, generally poor ability levels, and expanding danger from imports are a 
portion of the central supporters of the pattern. Work advertise rigidities can be credited, generally, to a 
maze of heap work laws, both at the state and the focal level. Poor expertise levels are additionally a main 
consideration that influences the individuals' work decisions and openings. According to the NSSO overview, 
training level of a sizeable greater part of the laborers utilized in the casual area is school instruction or 
beneath; with just about a fourth of them being ignorant.  
 India's chaotic area represents an a lot of the employments in the economy but then the vast 
majority of its laborers don't approach any advantages that are typically connected with an occupation, for 
example, protection, retirement benefits, and above all employer stability. A considerable lot of them don't 
have a road to look for review for their grievances and any out of line treatment. Progressive governments 
have all attempted to make the part increasingly responsible and a huge advance toward that path is setting 
up of the National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS), in 2004. It has, with an 
end goal to stretch out not too bad work conditions to laborers in the casual division, proposed two or three 
enactments that spread pretty much every part of business. Another significant advance towards controlling 
the casual segment was the sanctioning of the Unorganized Workers Social Security Act, 2008. The Act has 
the degree to incorporate each specialist in the chaotic area for guaranteeing access to essential 
government managed savings however numerous angles, similar to wellbeing and working hours are as yet 
unregulated for them.  
 
EXISTING DEFINITIONS OF INFORMAL SECTOR  
Worldwide Definition  
 According to SNA (1993), the casual segment comprises of units occupied with the creation of 
merchandise or administrations with the essential goal of producing work and pay to the people concerned. 
These units normally work at a low degree of association, with next to zero division among work and capital 
as components of generation and from a more minor perspective. Work relations - where they exist - 
depend for the most part on easygoing business, family relationship or individual and social relations as 
opposed to authoritative plans with formal certifications. The casual segment shapes some portion of the 
family unit area as family endeavors or, comparably, unincorporated ventures possessed by families.  
 
Definitions utilized in India  
 The First Indian National Commission on Labor (1966-69) characterized, unorganised segment 
workforce‟ as – "those laborers who have not had the option to compose themselves in quest for their 
regular enthusiasm because of specific limitations like easygoing nature of business, obliviousness and 
absence of education, little and dispersed size of foundations". 
 The National Sample Survey Organization (NSSO), which has been leading reviews of un-composed 
endeavors at periodical interims, for the most part embraced the accompanying criteria for the ID un-sorted 
out segment:  
1. On account of assembling ventures, the undertakings not secured under the Annual Survey of Industries 

(ASI) are taken to establish the un-composed division.  
2. On account of administration ventures, all undertakings, with the exception of those run by the 

Government (Central, State and Local Body) and in the corporate area were viewed as un-composed.  
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ISSUES RELATING TO THE INFORMAL SECTOR  
Poor working conditions and low wages  
 The workers working in the casual segment are abused at each part of their life. The wages are a lot 
of lower than the conventional division compensation. The working conditions are commonly poor. The 
majority of the casual firms don't guarantee cleanliness and wellbeing for the representatives. There is no 
arrangement for government disability and since these organizations are not enlisted, there are no work 
laws to secure the interests of the workers.  
 
Low Productivity  
 The profitability of the casual firms is commonly low essentially on account of the utilization of out 
of date creation techniques. Consequently, these organizations can't contend with the proper segment firms 
which use refreshed innovation for creation and continue improving to accomplish most extreme efficiency.  
 
Financing issues  
 The little firms in both formal and casual segment face the issue of absence of access to fund yet the 
issue is considerably more articulated in the casual division. They don't have funding to extend their size of 
activity or to utilize new and proficient hardware. The banks don't give credits to the unregistered firms and 
in this manner the organizations keep on misery. The little scale segment can possibly change the financial 
texture of the Indian culture. The organizations can extend and give work chances to various individual 
whenever given some direction and credit offices. Tragically, regardless of numerous plans propelled by the 
administration, the absence of credit still remains the essential issue of little casual firms.  
 
Kid work  
 Kid work is another serious issue tormenting the casual division in India. Youngsters are the eventual 
fate of our nation and they need sustaining. Training is the main apparatus which can elevate of the poor 
areas of the general public. Unfortunately, numerous unprivileged kids are functioning as casual workers in 
homes and industrial facilities as opposed to setting off to the school. A youngster working in a casual/sloppy 
area doesn't involve decision, it is an entirety of powerlessness and impecuniousness of a family [1].  
 
DEFINITION PROPOSED BY NCEUS  
Informal Sector Worker  
 According to global definitions, casual division ventures are possessed by people or families that are 
not established as isolated legitimate substances free of their proprietors. In the Indian setting, the 
endeavors can be of proprietorship classes of (I) exclusive (ii) organization (iii) enlisted under Companies Act 
as Companies (iv) co-employable social orders enrolled under Societies Registration Act and (v) Government 
or Public Sector Undertakings. Out of these proprietorship classes, the endeavors worked on exclusive and 
organization premise don't establish as isolated lawful substances autonomous of their proprietors ie the 
liabilities of the venture fall completely on the proprietors.  
 Another significant trademark in the global definition is that the work size must be underneath a 
particular edge to be resolved by national conditions. It has been seen by the Task Force that the proper 
business size with regards to India is nine workers.  
 Non-enlistment under explicit types of national enactment is another trademark which can be 
utilized for distinguishing casual ventures according to worldwide rules. In any case, on account of India, 
there is no one of a kind type of enrollment which can be utilized for such recognizable proof however there 
are a few deliberate and compulsory enlistment frameworks for explicit portions of modern units.  
 The non-support of complete records that would allow a monetary detachment of generation 
exercises of the venture is commonly fulfilled on account of restrictive and association undertakings utilizing 
under ten specialists as those endeavors are not under any legitimate commitment to keep up independent 
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records. In perspective on the abovementioned, the accompanying meaning of chaotic/casual part has been 
prescribed:  
 "The casual segment comprises of all unincorporated private undertakings possessed by people or 
family units occupied with the deal and creation of products and enterprises worked on a restrictive or 
organization premise and with under ten all out laborers". 
 
THE WAY FORWARD  
 An all encompassing methodology is what is required to address the issue of informalization in the 
economy which, to a huge part, can be credited to the financial texture of the general public comprising 
predominantly of a huge extent of work power with lacking aptitudes and instruction levels, customary 
occupations, and underneath normal monetary consideration.  
 Making a domain that may urge even little undertakings to enlist and in this manner, causing them 
to understand that this cost will be for the most part balanced by the advantages of access to formal 
channels of fund, different government motivating forces, access to legitimate plan of action, and social 
wellbeing nets for them and their laborers would go far to help handle the issues of informalization in sloppy 
segment as well as help stem the development of casual work in composed segment too.  
 Expanded occurrences of enlistment will in the long run teach the propensity for administrative 
consistence as far as expenses and work laws. This will prompt an expansion in the duty base and 
subsequently expanded assessment incomes after some time which thus will help the legislature in financing 
some type of government disability spread for laborers who are still outside the ambit of guidelines that 
apply to sorted out part and giving them the open doors for formal work.  
 Another approach to manage this issue may lie in giving the casual area a venture push which may, 
at the appointed time, lead to an expansion in formal segment work as speculations enables these little 
undertakings to develop, which thus will prompt a greater amount of them being enrolled and going under 
the ambit of formal segment guidelines. MNREGA can be fortified and disposing of the guidelines and bans 
on rural and cows markets may likewise help.  
 Ultimately, the continuous pattern of increment in the casual area could be relied upon to turn 
around with the improvement in ability and training level of the workforce that joins with the prerequisites 
of the activity showcase. Simultaneously, dealing intensity of the laborers will improve, at last helping them 
settle for better than average wages, government disability and employer stability.  
 
INFORMAL WORKER  
 To evaluate the commitment of Informal part to total national output the meaning of casual division 
was remembered for the System of National Accounts (SNA), 1993. The definition is, in this manner, as far as 
attributes of the endeavor instead of as far as the qualities of the specialist. In this way an enormous number 
of laborers with casual employment status were rejected. A portion of the explanations behind the 
avoidance are.  
1. The people occupied with extremely little scale or causal independent work exercises may not report in 

factual reviews that they are independently employed, or utilized by any means, in spite of the fact that 
their movement falls inside the undertaking based definition.  

2. Certain gatherings of people, for example, out-laborers, sub-contractual workers, free-lancers or 
different specialists whose action is at the fringe between independent work and compensation business 
are probably going to be missed or wrongly arranged.  

3. A venture based meaning of the casual area won't have the option to catch all parts of the expanding 
"informalisation" of business, prompting different types of casual work even in the proper division.  

4. Persons utilized in private families as residential hirelings, planters, and so forth are probably going to be 
forgotten about in a venture based definition.  
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 The Employment relationship even in the supposed composed part isn't formal in a decent level of 
cases and numerous specialists working in the proper area with no insurance and government disability. 
Simultaneously, there are atleast a couple of workers in the sloppy/casual part that appreciates formal 
business relationship. The National Commission for Enterprises in the Unorganized Sector (NCEUS) observed 
these viewpoints and chose to supplement the meanings of disorderly/casual segment with a meaning of 
casual work.  
 "Casual laborers comprises of those working in the casual part or family units, barring normal 
specialists with government managed savings benefits gave by the businesses and the laborers in the proper 
division with no business and standardized savings benefits gave by the businesses" 
 
CONCLUSIONS : 
 Casual area represents a sizeable number of laborers in India crosswise over various industry 
gatherings and states. The idea of casual division and casual laborers proposed by NCEUS is progressively 
proper with regards to Indian factual framework and it better good with worldwide meaning of casual 
segment. The assessed number of casual part laborers in 2004-05 was 394.90 million in India contributing 86 
percent of all out specialists. Throughout the year the extent of country casual part laborers diminished and 
the inverse occurred in urban zones. It is seen between the examination time of 1999-00 to 2004-05 that the 
development pace of formal part laborers in rustic regions in all classes is higher than development rate in 
casual segment laborers yet the turn around occurred in urban zone. The development pace of urban casual 
segment is higher than formal division laborers. The extent of casual area laborers in the farming part 
declined throughout the years however in industry and administrations division the extent of casual segment 
laborers expanded between 1999-2000 and 2004-05. There is sure and noteworthy connection between's 
educate area work and the rate of destitution in the states. The rate portion of casual area laborers in poor 
people states is more than created states.  
 The meaning of casual area laborers is progressively about the attributes of the endeavor instead of 
the qualities of the specialist. The idea of Informal Worker depends on the individual quality of the specialist 
instead of big business. Casual laborers comprise of 92.38 percent of absolute specialists in India in 2004-05. 
Around half of the conventional part laborers are casual specialists. This shows casualisation or the measure 
of legally binding work increments in the conventional division which involves incredible worry for approach 
creators. Since the conventional segment unfit ingest the huge work power of India the arrangement 
creators should think to get the laborers the casual fragment to the standard  
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